0878 House & Home Restore Wallpaper Seam Repair:

- **What is the base chemistry for this product?** Proprietary acrylic emulsion base.
- **Is 0878 VOC Compliant?** Yes. Product is suitable for sale in California, OTC & other regulated areas.
- **Are there any Prop 65 Ingredients in 0878?** Yes (see MSDS)
- **Is 0878 suitable for water clean up?** Yes.
- **Is 0878 a flammable product?** No, product exhibits a flash point of > 200F.
- **What is this product designed to do?** Product is an adhesive, specially designed for repairing torn or peeling wallpaper. Product provides a strong final bond between surface & wallpaper & prevents peeling in high humidity areas such as kitchens & baths. NOTE: CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN TO REMOVE ALL TRACES OF PRODUCT FROM WALLPAPER SURFACE PRIOR TO DRYING, AS IT MAY LEAVE A FILM.
- **What color is this product as supplied?** White.
- **What is the recommended Application Temperature for 0878?** 40F to 90F.
- **Is 0878 Freeze-Thaw stable?** Yes, product will withstand 5 cycles @ 0 degrees F & 72 degrees F.
- **Is product water resistant when fully cured?** Yes.
- **Wallpaper’s resistance to peeling when adhesive fully cured?** Excellent.
- **When is adhesion strength reached?** Initial bond reached @ approximately 72 hrs in normal temperature & humidity; ultimate adhesive bond reached following 1 week in normal conditions (higher humidity &/or cooler temperatures will extend cure time).
- **How much coverage should be expected from a single squeeze tube of product?** Approximately 25 linear feet using approximately a 3/16 inch bead.
- **How long will 0878 remain suitable for use after opening?** Unopened, the product should be fit-for-use for approximately 1 to 2 years when stored @ 72F. After opening, product should remain fit-for-use for approximately a year when stored @ 72F, provided cap is immediately placed tightly to squeeze tube after use.
- **What is the standard container for this product?** HDPE Squeeze Tube.
- **Where can more information be found on 0878?** See MSDS & TDS on this website ([www.reddevil.com](http://www.reddevil.com)).